1,500-year-old Angel Oak tree in South Carolina.
A mysterious lake, over 10 m deep, appeared overnight in the drought-stricken Tunisian desert.
Okinawa, Japan has more than 450 people living on it above the age of 100 and is referred to as the healthiest place on Earth.
There is a school in England where they have been wearing the same uniform for 460 years.
Sky that looks like a rough sea 😳

Weird World
1800's Vampire Hunters Kit !!
100,000 monks in prayer for a better world.
The bridge between Denmark and Sweden dips into a tunnel ...
Nikola Tesla predicted the Internet. In 1900, he wrote an article for Century Magazine describing a “world system” of wireless communications that could send telephone messages, news, music, and pictures to any part of the world.
This is where the great wall of China ends!!
36,000 feet, somewhere over Australia.
Winter morning in Norway 😎
Weird World
Don't remove nature to build...encorporate it in the design!!

Weird World
"The Singing Tree"
The wind blowing thru makes music

Weird World
The founder of FedEx saved his company from bankruptcy by going to Vegas, gambling its last $5000 on blackjack and winning $27,000 - enough to keep FedEx going for another week while it secured additional funds.
When the moon kisses the ocean!! wOw

Weird World
Dragon gate in Dublin.
Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom.
Mount Fuji as seen from the sea 🏞️

Weird World
18 Foot underwater statue located in the Bahamas.
This is what Paris look like from Eiffel tower!!

Weird World
The last photo of the Titanic afloat, 1912.
Mitchell Multilevel Falls, Australia

Weird World
Elephant Rock in New Zealand!!
A Music School in China!!

Weird World
A giant Log you can drive through in Sequoia National Park, California.
Nature never ceases to amaze!!

The Breathtaking Tabletop Mountains of Venezuela 😳 Weird World
Crystal-clear water, flathead lake in montana!
Wheat field next to a lavender field!!
Weird World
The black sand beaches of Iceland.
An extremely rare flipped over iceberg in Antarctica.

Weird World
China's Richest Village!!

Weird World
Camping in Iceland 😍
2016 Wildlife Photography finalist!!

Weird World
8 Ton Orca jumping 15ft out of the water !!

Weird World
The World’s Biggest Horse, Brooklyn Supreme
Sunset curling up with a wave 😏
Weird World
Mount Fuji with the Milky Way !!

Weird World
Rainbows Can Appear At Night, They're Called "Moonbows"
400 million years ago, there were 22 hours in a day & more than 400 days in a year.
This is a pyroclastic surge, which can top out at 290mph, with a high temp. of 1,830 °F.
Black sand beach, Dyrhólaey, Iceland
President Obama's post presidency house!!
Secret cave above the clouds
This Guy Inveted Copy and Paste

( Lawrence G. Tesler )
The internet speed at NASA is 91Gb per second. Making it 2,000 times faster than the average household connection speed of 50Mb.

Weird World
The Sunset on Mars Is Striking, And Blue !!
Perfect Ice 😞

Weird World
Iceland has one of the largest gun ownership rates in the world and yet has one of the lowest crime rates in the world.
The super-moon on November 14, 2016, will mark the closest the full moon has been to earth in about 70 years.
No Neighbours ... No Problem!!

Weird World
The remains of an American WWII aircraft that crashed on a beach in Wales.

Weird World
Humpback whales feeding in Alaska.
The Volcanic Island of Aogashima, Japan
Inhabited by 200 villagers.

Weird World
In the city of Mackinac Island, Michigan, cars have been banned since 1898.

Weird World
Some scientists say that if space is truly infinite, then there is probably an exact copy of you somewhere in the universe.
When the world's largest diamond was transported from Africa to England, an elaborate and secure journey by sea was publicized as a ruse. The real diamond was simply posted by mail.
A village in Yemen.
The Stockholm metro system looks like a cave.
A giant rock performing an unbelievable balancing act on a seemingly smooth, curved mound in the dense forests of Finland is a mystery because nobody knows how it got there.

 Weird World
A cabin deep in the woods in Washington 😱
The Forest Lake, Russia!!
The exact location of this mysterious lake is unknown. According to some, it can be found in the Tyumen region of Russia. How did it come to sit deep inside the forest? No one knows...
The Golden Turtle often rides on the tops of jellyfish to conserve energy when traveling throughout the ocean.
Ice Canyon in Greenland 😍

Weird World
The world's longest lasting light bulb has been burning for the past 113 years.